
Pk’s Perspectives …Anthropomorphism 

	 Anthropomorphism:  the attribution of human characteristics or behavior to a 
god, animal, or object.  A big word but really easy to pronounce…just sound it out 
— an-thro-po-morph-ism.  Also a good word to know because this is something we 
all do.  We look at something or someone, something with which we’re unfamiliar 
and possess no frame of reference for understanding, and we try to figure it out 
based on our obvious familiarity with human behavior.  

	 We do this all the time with animals…interpret their behavior,  noises, and 
facial expressions from a human perspective. We might be surprised, shocked, or 
even offended if we really knew the thoughts our pets were thinking. People have 
been hurt because they interpreted a wild animal’s whimper as a cry for help only to 
be attacked when they approached the animal.

	 We lay on the ground looking at the clouds and see angels, demons, boats, 
the Mona Lisa, a volcano, or even a dubious image of Christ.  If an image the cloud 
is “making” is especially distinct we take a picture, post it on social media, and 
proclaim, “Look what I saw in the sky today!!”  We name our automobiles, consider 
coffee our best friend, and allude to the comfort food can bring while calling the 
bathroom scale our mortal enemy.

	 It’s true that most of our anthropomorphic tendencies are harmless; funny, 
even.  But there is one area where attributing human characteristics to something 
not human can actually be dangerous, confusing, or frustrating to our spiritual 
development.  Many people try to understand God by assuming that God thinks the 
same way humans think; that God makes decisions the same way humans make 
decisions; that God deals with humans the same way humans deal with other 
humans.  Big, big, big mistake.

	 In fact, God tells us in Scripture that He is wired differently than humans.  
Listen to Isaiah 55:8 — “For my thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your 
ways my ways, declares the LORD.”  We can’t understand God from an entirely 
human perspective.  God reiterates in verse 9 — “For as the heavens are higher 
than the earth, so are my ways higher than your ways and my thoughts than your 
thoughts.”  Our understanding of God must come from what God teaches us about 
Himself in the Bible, and the reliability of those biblical truths about God’s holiness, 
justice, sovereignty, discipline, mercy, wrath, and grace are revealed and confirmed 
in us by the Holy Spirit.

	 I’ve spent hours in conversation with people who deem God to be mean, 
vindictive, excessive, or a bully when His actions in Scripture conflict with their 
human way of thinking.  Often, when God’s sovereign ways don’t fit into our human 
paradigm of behavior, we erroneously assume something is wrong with God!  In 
other words…when we can’t anthropomorphize (or humanize) God we tend to think 
the problem is with God.

	 Listen, God does not invite us to fully understand His nature — an 
impossibility because a finite human mind cannot fully comprehend an infinite 
Creator.  God’s invitation to us through Jesus is to trust Him.  Completely.  Even 
when we don’t understand God’s why…to trust God’s character which flows from 
His unfathomable holiness.  Grace & peace, love you!  PK


	


